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EX-GOVERNOVER MILLIKEN ADDRESSES STUDENTS

Last Monday evening, Bates was honored with a visit by ex-Governor Milliken, who came to see the Faculty and student body. The visit was an invitation from the center to a royal residence. The Louvre today is sprawling out over acres of ground is whiteness, and with its Romanesque Chappelle. The Tour St. Jacob, the Palais de Hotel 1 lle, the Sorbonne. Though the institution dates from 1288, the building we will see today was completely with what is going on. A French newspaper article follows:

PROFESSOR BROWN DESCRIBES EXPERIENCES

"My dear Friends:—

I am living in the old Latin Quarter and the Arc de Triomphe. At the exason "took place during the Revolutions in the 19th century."

Professor Brown describes his experiences.
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Editorials

The Jordan Scientific Society

With an impressive array of interesting exhibits, with an omnibus corps of competent demonstrators, and with a varied number of spectacular lectures throughout the term, the Jordan Scientific Society is in the midst of its annual presentation and demonstration to the public and invited guests.

Lately, the society, possessing a reputation for achievement which extends far beyond the state, is presenting a technical exposition of which any institution might be proud. Brought together into one organization, every scientific department of the college contributes its best, the result being that the exhibition is of high educational value.

Not content with this remarkable success of the past, however, the society has introduced specialties and features never before attempted.

In lecture, with the benefit of the Jordan Scientific Society for its educational value.

Service of eight years stands out as a testimonial to her service in her new work, fitting her as it will for greater accomplishments.

The college congratulates the Jordan Scientific Society for its remarkable successes of the past, however, and in order that the benefits of its treatise might be widely enjoyed.

Deborah C. Spratt, principal of the Woonsocket high school, will address the graduating class of 1921 of the University of Minnesota.

On the 29th of September, Charles Sumner Coos has lived to the eightieth year of his age.

MRS. JUDD, "SLEEP TALKER"

Miss Emma Abbott of Auburn, a graduate of the University of Minnesota, is a member of the New York Dental Association. From 1913 to 1917, she has most successfully discharged the duties of the position of President College of the State of New York.

The New York Dental College has been invited and is now being entertained on the campus of the college.
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Merrill & Webber Co.
PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS

237 Main Street
LEWISTON, MAINE

50 TO 95 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

A SHORTER
SHORTHAND SYSTEM
IN THE EASY LESSONS
This course covers ten hours
which will enable the Student, Prefer-
ent, Journalist, Doctor, Lawyer or any
making a professional career, to go
this life with 100% efficiency.

SEND THIS CLIPPING TODAY!
TYRONE PRESS: PUBLISHERS
at Brooklyn, New York City

Get Started—Learn it fast for
which a little study will be said. It is understood that all
of the out of five days, I am sure
money will be gladly

You Have Written Poems!
Do you have them retained or
constitutively edited by successful
members of the Poets? If so, and you
your manuscript contains articles of personal
and literary value, then you should get in touch
for publication.

There is no actual charge for our
services, but if you previously consulted
with the attorney of this association, we re-
quest that you outline the initial fee
of $1.00 which we must ask
and earn from the
work. There is no additional
within 30 days of receipt.

Send Deed, will, or power
with a letter explaining
Place a contract for the
work of your choice.

Please enclose return postage with your
communications.

NATIONAL LITERARY ASSOCIATION
121 W. 36th St.

Advocacy New York City

TRUNKS, BAGS, SUIT CASES
Everything in Leather
Baggage Repairing
Longley’s Leather Store
227 Main Street

COLLEGE MEN’S
LAUNDRY
Called and Delivered
NOTIFY LEVINE "23
Agent for ROWE HAYDEN

BRADFORD
Room 36
Parker Hall

BATES SENIORS PREPARE FOR
SPECTACULAR DANCE

SENIORS PREPARE FOR

If you need army breeches, shirts, wrap puttes, leather puttes, tents, army shoes, heavy socks, light weight socks, raincoats, or anything in the line.

WE HAVE THEM

JOHNSON-NUTE CO.

14 Main Street
Near the bridge
Mail orders prepaid

VICTOR NEWS CO.

Established

OSGOOD'S

Any new patterns, Watches, Jewelry
Cut Glass and Sterlings
Complete line of
FOOT P.Y.RAL.
113 Lisboet St., Lewiston

STEAM CLOBE LAUNDRY

PRESEVE
YOUR MEMOREDS

COMMERCIAL MAINTENANCE—cut, ser-
more and fellowship book

ALBRECHT BROS.

Albert Room 10 Parker Hall

THE NEW ENGLAND ELECTRICAL

Teachers' Agency

Largest East of Boston

Emets P. Higgins, Asst. Manager

V. E. A. Building

PORTLAND, MAIN.
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